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Sadly we have had to say farewell to Derek Wright (82)
who recently passed away. Although Derek was only with
us a short while he played a full and active part. He went
on Club Runs, attended the Dinners, went to France and
took on the role of clothing manager. In his youth he rode
as an Independent (semi-professional) for Youngs Cycles.
He had a highly fluid, high cadence, pedaling style; so
smooth. A warm, engaging and charming person. RIP.
Megan Wilson is our latest lady member and very
enthusiastic too. She has already been on Club Runs and
ridden Evening 10s. She has just done her firm’s 190 mile
charity ride, her account is later in the Newsletter.
Welcome you to GCC and enjoy your riding with us.

Stop Press – Neil Harrigan sets new Club 100 Vets Record of 4.01.53 on
a standard road bike with clip-ons, smashing Bob Crayford’s 2002 time of 4.10.40.
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Racing Results
12/4/16 GCC 10
N Harrigan v
R Smith v
D Evans
M Gardiner v
S Harrington
K Ward v fxd
L Gardiner (jnr)
L Harrington
B Wilson v
D Corpe
C Abbotts (jvnl)

Q10/24
24.46
24.55
25.38
26.38
26.55
27.44
29.31
29.39
34.10
30.47
37.49

19/4/16 GCC 10
J Smith v
S Harrington
N Lynch
K Ward v fxd
M Wilson (f)
B Wilson v
C Abbotts (jvl)

Q10.24
25.52
26.44
26.50
28.14
33.09
33.23
37.48

23/4/16 Catford CC
R Smith v

Q10/19
24.07

24/4/16 KCA 10
R Smith v

Q10/22
26.26

26/4/16
GCC 10
S Harrington
K Ward v fxd
D Barnes v
M Harrington v
M Wilson (f)
B Wilson v

10/24
26.25
28.40
29.29
32.08
33.44
34.50
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10/5/16 GCC 10
J Smith v
S Harrington
L Harrington
K Ward v fxd
M Harrington v
B Wilson v

14/5/16 Southboro CC Q10/24
D Barnes v
27.52
17/5/16 GCC 10
S Harrington
L Harrington
N Lynch
D Barnes v
K Ward v fxd
B Wilson v

Q10/24
26.01
26.28
26.55
27.30
27.47
33.48

24/5/16 GCC 10

Q10/24

R Smith v
D Evans
S Harrington
E Crocker
M Harrington v

23.00
25.43
26.41
28.16
30.21

29/5/16 Bigfoot CC Q25/8
R Smith v

5/6/16

1/5/16 Wigmore CC Q25/8
R Smith v
59.18
J Smith v
1.06.19
3/5/16 GCC 10
M Gardiner v
K Ward v fxd
D Barnes v
D Evans
L Gardiner (jnr)
M Harrington v
B Wilson v
C Abbotts (jvl)

Q10/24
26.55
27.42
27.50
28.45
29.26
30.58
34.41
39.08

7/5/16 Bexley CC 10 Q10/24
D Barnes v
27.58
C Abbotts jvl (accident) DNF
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Q10/24
24.32PB
26.02
26.04
27.18
30.50
33.45

59.17

KCA 50

J Smith v

7/6/16

Q50/11
2.14.58PB

GCC 10

Q10/24

N Harrigan v
J Smith v
S Harrington
L Harrington
J Wade (1st event)
M Harrington v

22.29
24.42
26.13
26.23
30.05

12/6/16 KCA 100

Q/100

N Harrigan v

4.1.53 (8th)

13/6/16 GCC 10

Q10/24

D Barnes v
K Ward v fxd

27.22
28.07

29.10

Road Racing
19/4/16 Dunton Pk
1hr
R Smith v 60+ age grp 1st

Triathlon
12/6 16
Leeds
S Hunter 7th ( /474)in age category -2hr 30.36
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This & That ………
*
Welcome to new members Jack Wade, who rode his first 10m TT recently and is
now looking forward to riding Club Rides on Sunday. Also to Nick Gear and to Nigel Lynch.
Nigel has already done 2 Evening 10s.
*
Commiserations, but now a speedy recovery to, our two ‘pot-hole attracted’
colleagues – young Cameron Abbotts and at the other end of the age range, old-timer Kevin
Gleadow, who both sustained injury when hitting potholes and going over the handlebars.
Young Cameron, cycling in his first Open 10 event, hit a raised manhole cover, went over the
handlebars and ‘did’ his shoulder – the usual cyclists injury. At least he’s got it out of the
way early in his cycling career. He is now recovering well at home with the arm in a sling.
Unfortunately Kevin also hit a pot-hole on a leisurely ride into Gravesend but sustained a
more serious injury to his vertebrae and had to be taken to Kings in London, where he had
an operation. Thankfully he is now home too and recovering well, having regained sense
and movement to all limbs.
*
Thanks to Graeme Moir for organizing the KCA 10. In so doing and relying on GCC
to ‘run’ the event it means GCC are not then expected to marshall or assist in other KCA
events. Club members who assisted Graeme were Len Brown, Colin Pearson, Mike Coulter,
Kate Savage, Dave Barclay, Andy Sangster, with Marlene Sangster, Jack Sangster and
Wendy Collins providing the refreshments. Mike Savage was there providing the race
photography.
*
Club Nights are really going well. There are now on average about 15 people per
night with much social conversation and planning of rides and events, as well as talk of what
happened on the last Club Ride or the time at the last race.
*
Directionally challenged or just a GCC rider??!! Hopefully the GCC rider who
missed the right direction at the first, marshalled, roundabout within 5 miles of the start of a
Kent based 50m race was not wearing GCC colours!! Another GCC rider, who went ‘up
north’, to his former home territory ‘managed to go off course at the roundabout turn

and DNF'ed. The roundabout is a big roundabout with lots of exits and I took the
wrong one and had to walk back to rejoin the course’.
*
For Sale - A set of weights (140lbs) including the bar. A little bit of surface rust, but
should clean up and are as heavy as the day they were bought. They are free to any current
club member on the promise that you offer them back to the club if you decide they are not
for you. Contact Keith Ward keithw.ward@btinternet.com

*

Keith’the fix’ Ward reports he was up on Merseyside on Tuesday with the bike and
took the opportunity to ride my old club's evening 10 series. First time since 1969, although I
have ridden a couple of open events on the same course, one with Jason. Any way this week
Bradley Wiggins turned up and won with a 19, although not much faster than the local lads.
*

Reg Smith is helping out with the Womens’ Aviva Tour

Big well done to Steve Harrington who organized the Roubaix trip.
Everyone said it was thoroughly enjoyable, an experience to remember - but were
decidedly hesitant about whether they would ride the Arenberg Trench again!!
GCC- www.gravesendcc.org.uk
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Forthcoming Diary dates ………
26 June
Great Kent Bike Ride charity ride.
In aid of East Kent Hospitals Charity you can ride a 35m, 60 or 100m circuit, all
based on Ashford, Kent, and generally head southwards towards the coast. Details at
www.bike-events.co.uk

July 10th Sunday

Gravesend CC Open 25/ Ramsay Cup

As a Club we run this 25m open time trial. It is run in memory of A Ramsay, one of the
early members of the Club who initiated a 25m open race for Kent Clubs in 1927.
Andy Sangster is organizing the event and needs
01474 707747, andy.sangster@btinternet.com

volunteers!!!

Please contact him on

12 August
Bike Around Brands charity ride.
In aid of the Lions’ Club & Ellenor Hospice you can just turn up and ride around the
short circuit at Brands. Traditionally GCC have supported this event well. It is on a
Friday, 6.30-8.30, ride as many laps and as slow or fast as you want. Minimum
‘donation’/entry fee is £15 – pay on signing on. However if you want to get more
sponsorship you can. Contact Colin McRobert 01732 823827 or
cjmcrobert@btinternet .com for sponsorship forms or further information.
October 2 Silverstone
Steve Harrington has found details of a 25m team time trial around the motor racing circuit.
It is also possible for individuals to ride a number of laps of the circuit. As it is for charity
there is a cost.
It is proposed that this be a Club event – getting as many Club members as possible out,
whether to make a team and ‘race’ (a Sky team will be competing!!) or for others just to ride
the circuit. Contact Steve H initially just as a means of gauging numbers.

1st weekend December – Saturday December 3rd
Dinner/Awards evening, so make sure you have noted this – an event not to be missed!

2017
March/April – proposed visit to Tour of Flanders. Go Friday return Sunday
September 1st weekend – usual visit to the high mountains – but where this year??
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Paris-Roubaix (I)
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by Steve Harrington

After talking about it for the past few years, we finally arranged a club trip to see one of the
greatest one day races of the year: Paris Roubaix. The plan was to drive to Dunkirk; cycle into
Belgium via Ypres; stop at the Menin Gate to pay our respects, before heading back into
France to our hotel. Luckily, we had both Mark and Jason driving their vans down to support
us (and carry the kit to the hotel for us!)
The first day was broken into two legs. Four of us (John Milner, James Smith, Mark Watkins
and myself) started in Dunkirk and headed towards Kortrijk in Belgium, which we planned as
our lunch stop. The plan was for the vehicles with Jason TIbbs, Mark Sims, Terry Sims (Mark’s
dad) and Roger Stevens to drive to Kortrijk, then ride the route backwards to meet up with
us. After that, we would cycle to lunch then back to the vans before starting the second leg.
Before we set off in Dunkirk, I quickly realised that I had forgotten to pack my helmet so we
set off with the idea of stopping off at a shop to pick one up. The route to Belgium had us on
country lanes following the motorway. The roads were really smooth and with Mark W on
the front pulling everyone along we were going at some pace! We stopped just outside
Ypres and purchased the necessary supplies. We rapidly found ourselves back on route, but
we had accidently joined the route just after the Menin Gate, which was a shame, since it
was something we were looking forward to visiting.
After a brief stop at a cemetery, we were back on our way. Later, we came across the others
riding towards us about 10 miles from Ypres. We all turned around and started heading back
to the vans. We were cycling along a river where we spotted a little café, so we dived in for
lunch. The owner couldn’t wait to tell us that Peter Sagan stopped for a coffee the day
before! After our lunch fit for a world champion, we set back towards the vans. After a quick
pit stop, the four of us set off on the second leg. But soon after setting off Mark noticed his
pedal was coming loose - the pedal had been cross threaded,or not correctly tightened, on
his brand new bike (that he picked up the day before we left!) We quickly went to a bike
shop to see if they could solve the issue, but sadly they couldn’t. However they did mention
another bike shop down the road that might be able to assist us. Since it was getting late, we
hastily rode over and luckily the mechanic was able to drill the crank and fit a helicoil which
got the bike rideable. At this point, we decided that it would be better for us to drive to the
hotel. Once we had arrived and checked in, we popped out for a quick spin to the local town
before calling it a day and resting up before the big assault on the cobbles.
D-Day: I planned a route from our hotel which had us swiftly ride out to join the sportive
route. We joined just before the Arenberg Trench. The Arenberg was a real shock to the
system; the cobbles were large and the gaps between them were unreal. Also, there was a
lot of moisture and moss on the cobbles which made them hard to ride and traction was
hard to come by. John hit the cobbles too hard and got a pinch puncture; John and James
had to stop to repair the puncture. Mark Watkins powered over the cobbles like they were
tarmac - which was the story of the day! After riding the section at Arenberg, all the other
sections didn’t seem so bad. We all stayed together, bar Mark W who got carried away with
a faster group. The rest of the ride went well. We had around 4 sections left when Jason
heard a ping while riding over one of the cobbled sections. He continued riding the section
where we noticed that he had broken a spoke. During a quick pit stop, we removed the
spoke and (fortunately) were able to carry on. The only other issue was with my Di2 levers
moving down slightly which unplugged the cable. Due to this, I was unable to change gear
but a quick plug back in got us up and running. We caught up with the allusive Mark W just
before the velodrome and headed in as a group. We stopped for the mandatory photo
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In the velodrome in Roubaix; l-r Terry Simms, Tony Jacobs, James Smith, Jason Tibbs, Steve
Harrington, John Milner, Mark Watkins, Terry Simms

before cheekily collecting a medal, which those who paid to ride the sportive received,
before heading back towards the hotel via a local café. On the way back we avoided the
cobble sections (we’d have had enough of them!) When we arrived at the Arenberg
everyone’s faces dropped with the idea we had to ride back over the cobbles to get back to
the hotel! Fortunately, it was quiet and we were able to ride on the track along the section.
However, Tony acquired a puncture. After riding over the cobbles all day, it was a bit of mud
that caught him out!
Race day : we headed out early to get a good spot at the Arenberg trench. When we got to
the Arenberg trench, Mark W and John blagged their way to the top of the mine that is
shown on every aerial photo of the trench. At the trench, there was a big screen TV where
the beers and food were flowing. The riders shot past us, making light work of the cobbles
(they must have hit the cobble twice the speed we went over them!) Just down from where
we were standing, a Green Edge rider experienced a big crash, which ruined his bike. The
mechanic had a terrible time getting the bike on to the roof of the car.
Once the race passed, we managed to get a table with a few chairs at the big screen. We
were surrounded by well hydrated Belgium fans who were cheering on Boonen. Whilst
watching the sprint with Boonen and Matt Haymen, the crowd went mental. When he
crossed the line in second place the mood changed, tables were being punched - even a
plastic chair was thrown! Despite this it was a great experience watching with the Belgium
fans and seeing how the pros handled the cobbles. It has been something which I’ve been
thinking about riding for quite a few years, and finally I have done it. A big thank you has to
go to both Jason and Mark Sims, without the use of their vans and there time driving down
the trip wouldn’t have happened. From me and everyone else thank you!! Roll on next year!
I think Tour of Flanders might have to be the target: so watch this space!
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by

Megan Wilson

[New member Megan Wilson has certainly entered into the full spirit of cycling.very quickly.
So very well done to her. This is her account with photos.]
On 20th May a 92 strong team of cyclists from Unilever’s head office in Leatherhead set off
on the third annual charity cycle to Wales in memory of colleague and friend, Mel Jaggard,
so far raising over £85,000!
The Miles4Mel fundraiser was created in memory of Mel, who sadly passed away in 2013
from Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma (ACC), a rare form of head and neck cancer. Since 2013,
employees at the Leatherhead office have engaged in fundraising activities to raise

Megan is on the extreme right - as we look at the photo. Here she is in the corporate team strip.

awareness and donate to Get A-Head, a charity trust dedicated to fighting head and neck
diseases. Mel was also an active fundraiser for the charity and helped to raise tens of
thousands of pounds to fund research into this rare cancer.
Although the weather held out on day 1 of the ride to Swindon, day 2 in Wales could only be
described as ‘character building’. One cyclist managed to complete the gruelling journey on
an infamous London Boris bike.
The charity cycle was the reason I purchased my first road bike in February and the reason I
joined Gravesend CC to help with the training. I thought I’d left my extremely competitive
side behind years ago with swimming and gymnastics, but it’s safe to say cycling has
definitely fuelled it with a passion, not to mention Strava’s input!! I’m now looking forward
to getting into the TTs, sportives and club runs with GCC.
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Kate Savage

[Another of our erstwhile young lady riders pushes the pedals]
Arrived at the start for my allotted time (06.40!) with a few spots of rain in the air but more
importantly for me, no wind! I was waved off by my ever suffering husband, Mike, with the
thought of here I go again.
I joined up with one other rider whose opening welcoming line to me
was “do you mind if we join up as you will slow me down and make
me pace myself better”. Needless to say, I saw this as a motivational
speech and encouraged me to drop him on the first hill (cheeky so
and so! (He must have been BC trained given the latest sexism issues that body.
Ed). Mike is still surprised to this day that the chap was left upright on
his bike and survived that ordeal. The wind picked up at the far end of
the Loch but a handily placed rugby player sized rider allowed me
some shelter! A quick ascent of the mountain and I allowed myself
the first stop at 51 miles, complete with my own personal feed station
of a husband. A short refuel then saw a very quick (and perhaps
ambitious with a scary loss of back wheel moment) descent back
down the mountain. The final 25 miles were a quick team time trial
effort back to the finish line. I managed to get into a few quicker
groups that worked well together, including me taking a short turn at
the front which I was pleased with my little self about.
I made it across the finish line in 4 hours 22 minutes and 59 seconds, a personal best for me
over the 81 mile course with 1,196m of climbing at an average speed of 18.7mph.
Role on next year for the same again!

SUBS/MEMBERSHIP
THIS CARRIES A HEALTH WARNING FOR THOSE WITH TIGHT PURSE
STRINGS AND, IF OF A SENSITVE DISPOSITION, BEST SKIP THIS
There are some prominent, and internationally experienced riders, amongst our
fraternity who have not, as yet, ‘coughed up’ the meagre Club subs for this year!
If non-payment is still an issue after the possible outcome of June 23, it may be
necessary to prevent your re-entry to the UK after your next European venture if you
have not made your peace with Jason!!
Non payment means you will not be eligible for any of the prestigious awards at the
Dinner/Awards Evening and you will be struck off the list of those eligible to receive
this prestigious publication.
You have been warned!!!!
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[The view from the back of the bunch!]

FRIDAY -- A very early start saw nine of us and two ‘vans’ at the Shuttle terminal around
5-30am, ready for the 6-30 train to Calais. After a drive into Belgium five of the group
planned to ride the 110 miles or so to our hotel in Valenciennes. Too much for me! I stayed
with the transport to Kortijk, from whence four of us had a gentle ride back along the canal
to meet the serious squad at Menen, a more acceptable 30 mile round trip. Met successfully,
but they were going so fast they missed the Menen Gate!
We all had lunch at a canal-side cafe - a lucky
had been there the day before, the owner
us a photo of him and his wife with the World
meal was accompanied by complimentary
advocaat; think an egg cupful of custard,
with alcohol! The hotel was fine, and they
nice Flanders beer [Kwaremont 6.6] specially
honour the recent race. Came with matching
mats; souvenirs were acquired!

find. Peter Sagan
proudly showing
Champion. Our
glasses
of
liberally
laced
served a very
brewed
to
glasses and beer

SATURDAY -- For most this was to be the serious
day riding the
cobbles. But not for me -- I opted out, and took
the train to Arras
for a ‘tourist’ day. I had visited a few times in the early 1960s, and made friends with a family
who owned a small local bike shop. Unsurprisingly, the shop has long since gone. Arras is a
fine old town, with a very Flemish feel. Large cobbled squares, surrounded by tall, gabled
Dutch-style buildings. Also a fine museum/gallery and civic buildings. Good to sit with a
coffee and watch the world go by. [And the hometown of Robespierre. – Who ???]. [You
kept your head though!! Ed]

SUNDAY -- Day of the big race – what we all came for. The village of Arenberg was only a
short drive from the hotel. Arenberg was once a mining village. The mining museum was
visited by some, and was only a couple of minutes walk to the famous Arenberg Trench.
We had plenty of time to amble round the trade and publicity stalls; there was even a nice
display of vintage bikes. We also had time to walk the length of this section of pavé [more
souvenirs were acquired -- NO, we didn’t dig up cobbles -- we are not philistines!!]
It was surprisingly easy to get a prime spot on the barriers at the start of the Trench. What a
spectacle!! The race speed over the cobbles was awesome. Just as impressive were those
riders chasing to get back on, weaving through the cars at 30mph on the narrowest strip of
cobbles. Every last one a superman.
We saw the rest of the race [60k or so] on the big screen by the course. Ample beer and
baguettes available, at budget prices. No attempt to rip off the public here.
Then the long drive back to Calais and home. End of a perfect weekend -- it was great.
Thanks to Steve for organising it, and Jason & Mark for the transport.
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Paris-Roubaix (III) by Tony Jacobs
Day 1
Paris-Roubaix - my first trip away with the Club. I thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience.
It was very well organized, from 0430 when I got into the van to when we arrived in Calais.
Our first ride was from Dunkirk, out to Kortrijk in Belgium. It was mainly on the flat but I
found it a fast paced ride, but taking in wonderful scenery. We had to make a ‘pit stop’ on
the way so Steve H could buy a helmet – he’d forgotten his!!!!!!
We then met up with Jason and the others for lunch, along the river Leie, where apparently,
just the day before, Peter Sagan had visited whilst out on his training ride. Refuelled, we
headed off to our hotel in Rouvignie, near Valenciennes. Unfortunately we didn’t get very
far as Mark developed a ‘mechanical’. Amazingly however he managed to ride with just one
pedal to a fantastic bike shop where repairs were effected.

Day 2
Setting off at 0830 we cycled to the Arenberg Trench, which was the beginning of our
adventure with the 18 cobbled sections. This turned out to be one of the longest and
hardest rides of the weekend – and we were in for a shock!! This was my first time riding on
what I can only describe as a cobbled bridleway, that even a horse would struggle with, let
alone a bike. It was a real bone-shaker – like riding on a dirt track without any tyres. It took
every ounce of concentration , praying that you didn’t come off or get a puncture, then, not
both at the same time. What an experience! I was in such awe of what I had committed
myself to do. The other 17 cobbled sections became less and less arduous with each one
completed; they were just as hard, but became what felt like just that little bit easier and
endurable. Not a challenge to be taken lightly but I thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it.
Finishing at Roubaix some 65 miles later, with a few shaken bones, we settled down in a
cafe, refuelled for the next step which was back to the hotel 32 miles away. On the return
we passed the top of the Arenburg Trench with huge relief, posed for group photos and then
back to the hotel. This was truly a day to remember and cycling with other Club members
made the experience a most enjoyable and memorable one.

Day
Day 3
A restful day compared to the previous ones( !!) but just as memorable. We were off to
watch the pro race. We headed down the Arenberg Trench with a bit of sightseeing on the
way. We secured a nice spot right at the beginning of the Trench, anticipating the race
hitting it at speed. 4 hours passed, but there was plenty to keep us amused, a big screen to
watch the race and plenty of food. The moment arrived …..the riders flew by like a
stampede of buffalo, and, in the blink of an eye, they has passed. It was all over in flash,
despite our 4 hr wait, but I wouldn’t hesitate to do it all again. The buzzing atmosphere from
the event was something I will always remember.
We all enjoyed the rest of the race on the larges screen with food and beer, the friendly and
humourous atmosphere, with many drunk and excited Frenchmen, keeping us entertained.
I would like to say a huge thank you to Steve H for organizing the trip, to the drivers Mark
and Terry Simms, and Jason Tibbs, and to the rest of the of the ‘gang’ – John Milner, Mark
Watkins, James Smith and Roger Stevens for making this a pleasurable and memorable
experience. “Well done Everyone”.
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Keith Allen in……………. the Isle of Wight
Seeing that one of my Field Target shooting team mates and his wife have moved to
Shanklin now he has retired I said I would go over and see them and also have a shoot. I
parked near the D Day museum, Portsmouth,(£15 per day) and rode to the ferry, got a day
return £14.60, and straight onto the ferry which had just docked.
We docked in Fishbourne after a 45 minute crossing. I had done a route for the Garmin and
headed inland to Arreton, then to Carisbrooke, Yarmouth and round to the Needles. I then
got Freshwater Bay and had planned to cross the centre of the island to get to the shooting
ground, but changed my mind and used the Military coast road to save time and my legs, as I
should not have been riding the day before. Having now ridden this road 3 different times
you really do find it hard work on your legs, not helped if you get in with local riders! I got to
the shooting ground just outside Shanklin on time to have a chat, a quick shoot and cups of
tea. I then followed the coast roads back to the ferry port just in time to get on one which
was about to leave.

If you have never been over it is well worth the trip. There is a lot to look at and in the
whole the roads are well surfaced and a lot do not have a lot of traffic - except the Military
road seems to have a few Guy Martin type riders trying their motor bikes out at speed.
I did 68 miles with 5000ft of climbing, but if you plot the right route you could do a silly
amount of climbing. Plenty of village shops to get food and drink. Ferry crossing can be
interesting on the right tide, as all the large liners and cargo ships leave Southampton
passing Portsmouth and the ferries cross their path. [I did see an ad for the park and ride
about 4 miles from the ferry for parking at £4 a day on the way home]. I am going to go over
again and see just how much climbing can be done.
PS/NB if you do go, you have to do it as 3 rides, otherwise Strava joins it up and adds in the
crossing mileage, which you cannot then remove.
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GCC 2016 Racing Progamme
TIME TRIALS
March 13
20

GCC 10 (road bikes only)
GCC 10 (road bikes only)

Sun
Sun

1100
1100

Q10/24
Q10/24

April 3
5
12
19
26

KCA 25/Eldridge Mem
GCC 10
(20 riders)
GCC10
(20 rdrs)
GCC 10
(25 rdrs)
GCC 10
(25 rdrs)

Sun
Tues
Tues
Tues
Tues

0700
1830
1830
1845
1845

Q25/8
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24

May

1
3
10
17
24
31

Wigmore CC 25
GCC 10
GCC 10
GCC 10
GCC 10
GCC 10

Sun
Tues
Tues
Tues
Tues
Tues

0615
1900
1900
1915
1915
1915

Q25/8
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24

June

5
7
12
14
19
21
28

KCA 50
GCC 10
KCA 100
GCC 10
VTTA 25
GCC 10
GCC 10

Sun
Tues
Sun
Tues
Sun
Tues
Tues

0600
1915
0600
1915
0630
1915
1915

Q50/11
Q10/24
Q/100
Q10/24
Q25/8
Q10/24
Q10/24

July

5
12
17
19
26

GCC 10
GCC 10
VTTA 50
GCC 10
GCC 10

Tues
Tues
Sun
Tues
Tues

1915
1915
0630
1915
1915

Q10/24
Q10/24
Q50/11
Q10/24
Q10/24

August 2
9
14
16
23
28
30

GCC 10
GCC 10
KCA 50
GCC 10
GCC 10
Catford CC 25
GCC 10

Tues
Tues
Sun
Tues
Tues
Sun
Tues

1900
1900
0630
1845
1845
0700
1845

Q10/24
Q10/24
Q50/1
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q25/12
Q10/24

Sept

KCA 25
Hill Climb (Exedown)

Sun
Sun

0730
1100

Q25/10
QHC/1

11
18

(NB – events in bold are qualifying events for the Club Championships)
TRACK
Bearsby Challenge Shield - Fastest timed track lap.
Coulter
GCC- www.gravesendcc.org.uk

Interested - contact Mike
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